Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

My Amazing Mom
Aa
Heart

Mother Goose Rocks
Kk
Pink
Week 2

Week 1

Science & Nature

Language

Cognitive Development

We will discuss gravity, sink/float concepts, do
a food coloring experiment, discuss weight and
make our own slime

We will read "I Was So Mad", "There Was An
Old Lady", "Mother Goose" and "Llama Llama
Mad At Momma"

We will make a list of "A" words, trace the
letter "A", do letter worksheets and do a
shape puzzle

We will pretend to dance in the rain, rock our

Fun Fitness

baby dolls to sleep, play in housekeeping, dig
holes in our sand buckets, and try shape
puzzles

Creative Sides

Self Help/Life Skills

Dramatic Play

We will make an alligator, aliens, apple prints
and heart handprints

We will practice lining up, saying please &
thank you, using a big cup, throwing away our
plates, and folding our blankets

We will play house, pretend to be alligators,

My Country
Dd
Circle
Week 3

We will make colored ice cubes and paint

We will make flower sensory bottles, have a

with them, make sensory balloons, learn

scavenger hunt, make a tin foil river, have

about magnets, mix colors to make new ones shaving cream play and do an oil/water
and grow our own grass

experiment

We will read "Little Bo Peep", "There was

We will find our country on a map, read

An Old Woman Who Lived In A Shoe",

"Dinosaur VS. Potty", "Scaredy Squirrel At

"The Cat And The Fiddle", "Jack And Jill"

The Beach", "Shark VS. Train" and "The

and "Humpty Dumpty"

Book That Eats People"

Picnic Time
Pp
Yellow
Week 4
We will make our own bubbles, play in
the water table, make our own watering
cans and learn about textures

We will read "That's Not My Penguin",
"Mickey Mouse's Picnic", "The Pigeon
Needs A Bath" and "My Garden"

We will trace the letter "K", discuss the "K" We will trace the letter D, list "D" words

We will trace the letter "P", discuss

sound, list "K" words and have a color hunt

primary colors and have a color hunt

We will have races using our cars, pretend
to go food shopping, have a picnic, take a
nature walk, and play house

and measure water into cups

We will do 5 laps around the playground, try
10 butt kickers, parachute fun, play
volleyball using a balloon and play a game of
basketball

We will make a King, color a kite, make a

We will make a duck, make dinosaurs, make

kiwi, glue kernels to "K" and make a

dandelions, dot paint and play "Duck, Duck,

kangaroo

Goose"

We will practice writing our letters using

We will help set up our own lunches,

chalk, walking up & down the stairs, walking practice cleaning up our toys, drink from a
a straight line, pushing our chairs in, and

big cup, pour water from one cup to another

putting our shoes on the right feet

trying not too spill and use a hammer

We will hop like kangaroos, read quietly in

We will quack like ducks, stomp like

We will play freeze tag, Mother may I?,
try an outside obstacle course, practice
our karate moves, & Yoga Friday

We will make penguins, make pirates,
make a pizza and paint a pig

We will try to set up our own nap time
mats, practice cleaning up our lunch, use
soap between our fingers when washing,
fold our dress up clothes and wish our
friends a good night

We will waddle like penguins, pretend to

put our baby dolls to sleep, pretend to be on a the library, make our own lemonade stand,

dinosaurs, play with play doh and pretend to be pirates, pretend to be pizza makers

farm and play in the sand

be monsters

play supermarket and build a tower

and oink like pigs

